VIRTUAL FIELD

Automated
perimetry
anywhere.
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How it works

Features

Virtual Field raises the visual ﬁeld test to a whole new level of
functionality and portability. It is entirely wireless, so you can
keep testing whether your oﬃce is set up to run tests in the exam
room or in the patient’s car. Our HIPAA compliant website is easy
to use and will have you testing faster than ever before.

No eye patch required
10-2, 24-2, 30-2, Superior 36, and
Esterman patterns
Full threshold, BOLT, and
screening strategies
Threshold tests last 3-6 minutes
per eye

Our two cents
$199 / month or $2189 / year

Cancel at any time

VFI, GHT, MD, PSD

No up front cost, seriously!

30 day free trial

Progression analysis
Supports standard trial lenses

CPT: 92081, 92082, 92083

HIPAA compliant
Instructions, error prompts, and
encouragement in 34 languages.

Watch our video to learn more

Export PDF or JPEG reports

youtu.be/LjnhE7iwphw
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virtualﬁeld.io
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VIRTUAL FIELD

Cleanliness is key.
Let’s reopen safely, together.

Oﬃce Ideas

Exam Time

Something to consider.

Ready. Set. Go.

Not for a century have so many doctors had to rethink so much

Require every patient to wear a
mask and gloves.

about their practice. Some are setting up drive through clinics in
parking lots. Others are doing the entire visit in a single exam room.
Those in cities are designing uni-directional oﬃce ﬂow. These are
unprecedented times, and they call for an unprecedented change in
how we think about testing.

3-6 min

1 pad

0 patch

Per eye test time

Dispose after use

No eye patch req’d

See the CDC reopening guidelines:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

No
bowl,
no
problem.

Prep all headset and controller
surfaces with alcohol.

Attach one single use peel and
stick face pad.

Move 6 feet away from patient
during exam.

Got questions?
The questions below are frequently asked by doctors who are new to our platform. If your question is
missing, please contact us and we’ll be happy to help.

Can I bill insurance?

Is your device supported by research?

Yes, Virtual Field can bill codes 92081 (Superior

Yes, two studies showing correlation between

36), 92082 (screening) and 92083 (BOLT, full

Virtual Field and Humphrey Field Analyzer have

threshold). Test results are always available in

been completed and several others are in

your account.

progress.

Is an eye patch required?

What is your regulatory status?

No, stimuli are only presented to one eye at a time

Virtual Field is a Class I medical device and is

in the headset, so no eye patch is required and

registered and listed with the FDA. We follow all

the test is not paused to switch eyes.

applicable regulatory requirements.

How do I correct for refractive error?

How is the device cleaned?

Two trial lens adapters are included in each

Each headset comes with 100 sanitary pads that

headset for vision correction using spherical

stick onto the headset. We also recommend

equivalents.

cleaning with alcohol wipes between each use.

What is the BOLT strategy?

What languages are available?

BOLT is our proprietary thresholding strategy that

Our system administers instructions to,

decreases the total testing time by 2-4 minutes

encourages, and monitors the patient in 34

with industry standard threshold prediction

languages. Contact us if you need a language that

methods.

is missing.

What is your warranty policy?

Is your device available in my country?

Your device is perpetually under warranty. In the

While we only serve US doctors at this time, we

case of theft, water damage, or negligent physical

are working on regulatory approvals for other

damage, the replacement fee is $500. All other

countries. Please contact us directly.

issues are covered.
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Do you offer progression analysis?

How do I view test results?

Yes, progression analysis reports can be viewed

Test results can be viewed as a PDF in your

for patients with two or more exams. The reports

account. From there, you can download the ﬁle

can use one or two tests as a baseline.

and upload it to your EMR or print it out.

Is it comfortable?

Can my wheelchair patients use it?

Yes, taking a Virtual Field exam is considerably

Yes, unlike conventional perimeters, elderly and

more comfortably than taking a conventional

wheelchair patients will not ﬁnd it physically

perimetry test.

diﬃcult or impossible to take a virtual exam.

Is there eye tracking?

Do I have to sign a BAA?

No, our current model does not have eye tracking

Yes, all of our customers sign a Business

capabilities. We constantly consider and test new

Associate Agreement (BAA) when they place an

technology but only offer what works reliably.

order.

Will you sign my BAA?

Can my team have unique logins?

We review and sign other BAAs on a case by case

Yes, you can (and should) create individual logins

basis, primarily for hospitals. So… probably not.

for each of your team members. You can invite

Lawyers are expensive.

users on the settings page in your account.

How long does the battery last?

Are there any long term commitments?

The headset battery should last 8 to 10 BOLT

No, we hate commitments too. Our monthly plan

exams. We include a 10 foot charging cable in

is just that, month to month. Return your device at

case you need to charge during a test.

any time to cancel.

Can I have a discount?

Will my technicians be happy?

Sure! If you sign up for our annual plan, you’ll get

Your technicians will not have to monitor the

twelve months for the price of eleven.

patient as closely during the exam, nor ﬁddle with
eye patches. If you want to be happy, be.
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What metrics do you display?
Visual Field Index (VFI), Mean Deviation (MD),
Pattern Standard Deviation (PSD), and Glaucoma
Hemiﬁeld Test (GHT).
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